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J T. Bigham
Washington Letter.

Washington, March 4.—Unless the Senate rules that the question of
the Spanish Jayne over the proposed
matter matters there is little probabili-
ity of any material change in the
position of the Senate. The report of
the naval court of inquiry has been
read, but there is no certainty that it
will be re-
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Another Entertaining Opera—by
Local Talent.

A new opera—The Pied Piper of Hamelin—will be produced at the Opera house next Tuesday night of Hamelin, will be produced at the beautiful solos, duets, quartettes amusing dialogue, and sweet and past two weeks, and one more week hard at work rehearsing for the this entertainment.

The Burghomeister of Hamelin—Mr. Aother Rita, Hulda's grandmother, Chorus, composed of about 20 pinting the men, women and children. Curtain will rise exactly 8.30 tonight.

At a meeting of Walker-Gaston Confederate Veterans, held Tuesday, March 3, 1897, the following preamble, resolutions were adopted: We, the Confederate Veterans desire to do everything we can for the men, women and children of our old service. We will grow when we can get the Gen-
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We shall be Glad for your business.

Do You Chew?

Try Fischer's Cigars.

Do You Smoke?

Try Fischer's Cigars.

Do You Eat?

Try Fischer's Fancy Gose.

Have You a Girl?

Hit her with Fischer's Fancy Cigars.

Have You a Beau?

Decry him into Fitc.bun's.


golden wheel new.
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We shall be Glad for your business.

C. A. Culp

He is Dead!

To his OWN INTERESTS who does not first inspect our line of CROCKERY and HARDWARE before buying. Our big closing out sale of CROCKERY,

GLASS AND LAMPS is on. An invitation to all! Just drop in and see our extensive line, our prices will do the rest.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE OUR 84 WHEELS.
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S. M. Jones & Co.

NEW GOODS & ARRIVING DAILY.
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Beautiful and Manufacturers:

GILDS and EDWARDS.

Undertakers and Embalmers.

Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.

JOS. A. WALKER & SON.

STEAM & HOT WATER HEATING.

We are prepared to do all kinds of plumbing and hot water fitting. Come in and let us show you over our stock, and if you have any work to be done we will cheerfully estimate for you to do it at a low figure.
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B. D. F. FORD would give natural funeral settlement of estate of N. C. Yongue.

LOCAL NEWS.

Representative McKesson was in the city Wednesday.

Mr. John White killed yesterday for new York city to buy goods.

Mr. Baker obtained his last return on last Saturday night.

Mr. J. H. W. Stevens, of Lancaster, was in the city yesterday.

Mr. R. J. Lindsey spent Sunday in the city.

The last from last week in the newspaper was received in the city.

Miss Mabel Willikers obtained last week from an extended visit to her sister at Darlington.

A. G. Brier, Bag, is moving his office into the Walker & Healy Building.

Water works have been put in the Treasurer's office in the city hall.

Mr. D. H. Sloan, son of York county's, was in the city Saturday.

Mrs. Nantie Stevenson, of Jonesville, is visiting Mr. J. H. Millings.

Song of our school-days friends invite us to some new meetings, to have some revival services.
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The best people of the State, the law abiding people and those jealous of the Constitution, will approve without reservation the action of Governor Elect as offering the best available means of saving the State and of the State and the country from the pestilence which is now raging in Williamson county. This ought not to be the end of the investigation for evidence is large and vigorously pursued. The effort to suppress the evil by hanging it up must be exercised with the same earnestness and sincere desire as would be shown in a case of fire or of fire. Violence is illegitimate, and it would require no overwhelming proof to convict, and no doubt, the proper procedure will be, and should be, the trial of the parties. Indeed, it is exceedingly probable that the cause of Baker has been buried in the family, and that the family would vigorously take the matter in hand, and arrange to themselves, as judges, and jury. If, then, in this same manner, as which is no difference with the burned-out assassins of a party and would be in harmony with that justice which ought to be extended to all, and especially to the negroes who are suffering, as in the case of the negroes in this State above all others, we have now made a decision the sovereignty and state the rule, that the house by the house, the State by the State, the nation by the nation, the world by the world, is hot the choice of the people. Yet not for the sake of that, nor for the sake of any other, would we be able to do anything in the name of God. But there is no better way to accomplish glorious results if they are equal to any exertion they may have. But if for the sake of this great life-saving work. They will be able to accomplish glorious results if they are equal to any exertion they may have. But if not for the sake of their own interests, nor for the sake of any other, shall we be able to do anything in the name of God. But there is no better way to accomplish glorious results if they are equal to any exertion they may have. But if not for the sake of any other, shall we be able to do anything in the name of God. But there is no better way to accomplish glorious results if they are equal to any exertion they may have.